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First Swiss eluminocity charging station for EVs installed in Zurich.

MUNICH. In March 2017 the charging infrastructure in Canton Zürich was
expanded with eluminocity charging stations. This is the first installation of
eluminocity in Switzerland. Two charging stations were just recently launched
with another one following shortly. The approach is unique: Consisting city
infrastructure was used to expand the charging points as regular street lights
were transformed into charging station with eluminocity’s retrofit charging
solution. Now it is possible that two hybrid or EVs can charge single-phase with
an output of 3.7 kW. The project in Kanton Zürich and in cooperation with BMW
and the electric utility company of Kanton Zürich EKZ contributes to the
extension of charging infrastructure for electric vehicles. The test phase lasts
for two years. During this time period owners of any type of electric vehicles can
charge for free. The location Färbiplatz was evaluated suitable for the test phase
as it is a new area for working and living in Schlieren, Kanton Zürich. The
charging station of eluminocity marks the start of a long-term project, in which
BMW is motivated to expand the charging net to further parts of Switzerland.
eluminocity developed in cooperation with the BMW Group the modular product
system “Light & Charge” to transform street lights into charging stations for
electric vehicles. The innovations of the eluminocity portfolio are essential
elements of an intelligent infrastructure – for applications in the city and for
every modern company. The eluminocity products are preferred choices in the
public and semi-public space. Especially the Charging-Module serves as a modern
and environmentally-friendly service and is implemented into the urban
infrastructure as well as installed on customer and employee parking lots of
industrial and commercial buildings and the hotel sector. The LED-Module helps
in reducing energy costs and improving safety in the city and on parking areas.
The Connect-Module supports, among other things, the intelligent lighting
control, the car-park management and the analysis of environmental factors.
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